
Just fold work sheet and clean up after work. 
Stain-resistant worksheet can be used 
in various places.

Waterproof and stain-resistant material 
allows you to work in any location!

Worksheet works well in a variety of environments, 
such as on-site automotive maintenance and work in wet soil. 
The self-supporting edge of the sheet prevents tools and parts from its loosing. 
It can resistant to oil and water stains and can be folded up quickly for easy transportation, 
sudden weather changes, and smooth cleanup after work.

Easy to clean up 
after maintenance work!

Self-supporting edge prevents 
tools and parts from its loosing!

Resistant and easy to clean oil stain or mud soil. 
Waterproof and stain-resistant material allow to use anywhere such as 
on-site maintenance of automobiles or maintenance of agricultural 
machinery in the field.

Fold quickly changing into a simple bag 
for easy cleanup after maintenance work.

The edge of the worksheet stands on its own 
by fastening the snap buttons at the corners 
and using hook-and-loop fastener. Avoid 
intrusion of dirt and pebbles in the work sheet 
and prevent from loosing tools and parts.

AYSH-1

WORK SHEET
Other tools



Use with the mechanic mat (AYM-1) 
for more comfortable work.

Mechanic mat fits work sheet to reduce the body 
burden when working for a long time.

Overall length of 1,730 mm, 
which fits your body securely 
when you are working.

1,210mm

Waterproof and 
stain-resistant 
material that is 
resistant to oil 
and water stains.

A convenient pocket for 
avoid loosing tools or 
temporary storage when 
cleaning up.

Hook-and-loop fastener 
allow it to stand 
three-dimensionally.
 (4 places)

Self-supporting edge prevents intrusion of dirt and pebbles 
and loss of tools and parts when working outdoors!

The edge of the worksheet stands on 
its own by fastening the snap buttons 
at the four corners.

Solve maintenance problems with the functional and comfortable work sheet!

Thin and lightweight. 
Easy to get under the 
vehicle body.

・The best worksheet for outdoor maintenance work.
・The edge of the worksheet stands on its own 
 with the snap buttons and hook-and-loop fasteners.
・Made of waterproof and antifouling material 
 and resistant of oil and water.
 Use it where such as wet soil.
・Smooth clean up after work by folding it quickly.

WORK SHEET
Weight (g)L MSRPW

AYSH-1 7901,730 700 1 ¥ 9,800
No.

・Thin, lightweight, and cushioned work mat made of EVA material.
・Good for the work in low and narrow areas or kneeling on cold and hard floors.
・Fold neatly with slits and adjust the height and width for your work.
・Can be used as a chair when folded.
・Convenient storage the enclosure state folded loop fastener to secure the bag 
・in its folded state for convenient storage.
・Use the included hook-and-loop fastener to secure the mat in its folded state 
 for convenient storage.

MECHANIC MAT
Weight (g)L MSRPW

AYM-1 8101,210
H
30420 1 ¥ 6,910

No.
Great for low and narrow work sites! 
Arranged mechanic mat in a variety of ways 
for your work.

Folding Product's details
*Japanese version only
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Product's details
*Japanese version only
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